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ROOTS BOARD OF DIRECTORS' MEETINGS
The Roots Board of Directors established a regular schedule of meetings for 2005. Meetings will
be held on the second Thursday of odd-numbered months. Meetings are scheduled to begin a 6:00 PM.
Here is the schedule for the rest of the year: March 10; May 12; July 14; September 8; November 10.
Members and volunteers are welcome to attend these meetings. Meeting sites can be determined by
contacting President Chris Baldo, (days) at 707-459-4549.
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ROBERT B. JENSEN
MENDOCINO COUNTY TIMBERMAN
By Chris Baldo and Theron Brown

:Nortfi ofWi[fits, wfiere tfie :Nortfiwestem Pacific CJ{ai[roaa alOng Oudet Creef(rejoins State Jfigfiway 101 at}lrnoUStation, tfiere is a farge jfat wfiere mytfi ana fegena near[y matcfi tfie incredl6[e fogging activity tliat occurrea tfiere in
tfie post WorU War II era. rrliat jfat was tfie site of CR,p6ert CB. Jensen's [og refocu[, reportea[y tfie fargest fog aecf(in tfie
worU at tfiat time. CBo6 Jensen was invo[vea in a variety of tim6er refatea activities in :Menaocino County in liis [ije,
wfiicfi was tragica[[y cut snort in 1956 at age 53. rrliis is liis story.

The twists and turns in the road that led Robert B. Jensen to Mendocino County in 1942 are part of
the Horatio Alger atmosphere that shaped an era and its people in America. Bob grew up in Southern California and started out working in a Shell Oil service station in the 1920s. He rapidly worked his way up in
Shell Oil, as the company was committed to expanding their west coast operations. In his position in marketing for Shell, he move throughout California, being transferred 24 times in a period of 16 years. He met
and married his wife, Estelle, an intriguing San Francisco girl, who, because of her father's Far East business interests, spent many years of her childhood in exotic places such as Hong Kong and Singapore. Growing weary of the constant movement, Bob left Shell and decided to move to Mendocino County in the early
1940s. Bob had made many trips up Highway 101 to Eureka for Shell Oil, and had a good friend, Bill Wilt,
who owned property on Shimmins Ridge, just east of Arnold Station, 6 miles north of Willits. Bob purchased a piece of property just above Arnold Station at the base of Shimmins Ridge.
Bill Wilt operated a small tie mill on his property, which the two operated for a time, loading the
ties on the railroad siding at Arnold Station. Jensen's property had a large hardwood component, tan oak
and madrone, and Bob and his son, Robert Jr., cut a tremendous amount of 4 foot long cordwood. This
wood was loaded by hand on railroad cars at Arnold Station and shipped to Mr. Figone, a large firewood
broker in San Francisco' s North Beach. Jensen also logged Douglas fir during the war, supplying piling and
fender logs to Vander Land Pole and Piling Company. Fenders were ship bumpers, logs that were strung
together to keep ships from bumping into each other when they were tied up in port. The specifications
were rather extraordinary: 36-40 inch diameter logs, 40 feet long.
In 1944, Bob Jensen and Bill Wilt took over a sawmill at Cherry Creek, north ofLongvale. The
ridges between Long Valley Creek and Outlet Creek contained beautiful stands of Ponderosa pine, and the
sawmill concentrated on manufacturing pine lumber. While the Cherry Creek Mill was operating, an old
friend, Hank Bowman, who was a logging superintendent in Susanville, CA., approached Jensen with the
potential for taking over the logging operations for the Sage Land and Improvement Company in Willits.
Negotiations were underway in August, 1944 when the Sage sawmill in Willits burned to the ground. This
scuttled that project and Hank Bowman went on to become the Logging Manager for Fruit Growers Supply
in Hilt, California. Later in 1944, a forest fire passed through the Cherry Creek area, burning for three days
and nights. After the third day, Jensen went home thinking the mill was saved and the fire was under control. Somehow that night, an ember caught fire in the slash pile, and the entire sawmill was destroyed. After
the mill was lost, Bob and his wife, Estelle, moved back to southern California for a while.
After the end of World War II, the bountiful forests of Mendocino county lured Bob Jensen back.
Early in 1946, Jensen started construction of a sawmill in Willits, with the financial assistance of three other
(continued page 7)
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Ben Scott, Sales Manager of the Fred Barnett Company. Robert Jensen Jr.

Robert Jensen Sr.
(on the right) and
his son, Robert Jr. ,
at the pine mill at
Cherry Creek , just
north of Longvale,
California in the
summer of 1944.

rJ?p6ert Jensen Jr.
Co[[ection

Company, Willits,
CAin 1952. The sawmill was built in
1946 as Jensen Lumber Company, with
owners Robert Jensen, Art Rude, Art
Rasmussen and Dan
Kimball. The plant
was sold in April,
1949, to C.E.
McCulloch, C.E.
McCulloch Jr. , and
Robert Schenck, and
named Little Lake
Lumber Company.
The view looks
southwest with the
Northwestern Pacific Railroad at the
Bottom; the California Western Railroad (CWR) is the diverging track that makes the curve to head west to
Fort Bragg. Jensen Spur serves the mill from the CWR. Highway 101 crosses at the top of the picture, with the
Harrah Brothers Machine Shop (later Remco Hydraulics) immediately west of the highway. The present Safeway Shopping Center occupies the area of trees between Highway 101 and the mill.
'Western 'Ways/Pomeroy Co[[ection
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Investors: Art Rude, who owned several service stations in the L.A. area and was associated with General
Tire; Art Rasmussen, who was the son of some close friends of the Rudes, and who took over running the
Jensen Lumber Company office; and Don Kimball, who was the west coast manager of General Tire,
later the Navy Undersecretary under Harry Truman. The sawmill was located at the junction of the California Western Railroad and the Northwestern Pacific Railroad, with its access being Jensen Spur on the
CWR. The sawmill cut Douglas fir with a double-circle saw headrig, with no debarker and without utilizing a green chain. Each morning, a railroad car was moved adjacent to the lumber outfeed behind the
trim saw. One person loaded the entire production of the mill, roughly 35-45 thousand board feet, directly
onto the railcar for shipment to two lumber wholesalers in the Los Angeles area who remanufactured the
rough/green lumber. Railroad car supply was obviously critical to the mill operations, and Robert Jensen
Jr. remembers many trips down to the Willits railroad yard with a jug of whiskey in hand to encourage
prompt delivery of scarce railroad cars.
Logs were decked with an old double drum donkey that the Harrah Brothers had converted from
steam to electricity, using a single head tree, and two tail trees, which enabled the mill to maintain two
log decks. The Jensen mill was notorious in Willits for the plume of sparks and cinders that issued from
the teepee burner, which consumed the considerable wood waste from the milling operation.
In 1949, Bob Jensen, who had by then purchased the interests of his three partners, sold the Jensen Lumber Company to a new group of owners which had been involved in the Hollow Tree Lumber
Company. This included C.E. McCulloch Sr., C.E. McCulloch Jr., and Robert Schenk. The new operation
was named Little Lake Lumber Company. Many additions and improvements were later made, including
a green chain and planing mill, for finishing the lumber.
In 1947, while still in the sawmill business, Jensen became interested in marketing the tremendous volume of low grade logs that were being produced in logging operations in the inland valleys of
Mendocino County. In that year, he began construction of a log merchandising facility at Arnold Station,
forming Timber Conservation Company. The property was owned by Stan McKellar and his sister. The
(continued page 9)

Early photograph
of the Jensen log
deck at Arnold.
The Skagit donkey
and second high
pole has not yet
been installed and
Outlet Creek still
can be located by
the trees along its
bank. Later, the
trees were removed
to provide a fireproof buffer
around the deck.
Logs were decked
using cable slings;
deck was broken
down with handset tongs.
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qrayson J{o[[ijierd
pfzoto
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Map Legend
F.ddie Anderson Property (later Brooktrails)
A

Cherry Creek Mill on Whittaker Rnnch

B

.Jensen Log Reload at Arnold Station

c

Longvale Logging Company Camp, "Weston ville"

0

Bill Wilt Mill at Shimmins Ridge
Portions ofT. I9N, R 14\V, T. 20N, R 14W.

Map of the area of Jensen 's early mov ement into logging in the area .
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location six miles north of Willits had excellent highways as well as railroad access and was adjacent to
a tremendous untapped resource of forest products, including redwood, Douglas fir and Ponderosa pine.
Working with Ben Scott, sales manager for Fred E. Barnett Company, Jensen engineered an imposing
skyline, 1,650 feet from head pole to tail pole of 2 inch diameter wire rope. The head pole was a raised
pole, while the tail pole was a standing Douglas fir topped at 120 feet. The skyline was approximately
130-140 feet above the ground, which spanned the canyon through which Outlet Creek flows. The Tyler system, commonly used for sawmill decking, was utilized with 1 1/8 inch lifting line, 7/8 inch haul
in line, and a 3/4 inch haulback line that was 3,500 feet in length. The Tyler system used a three-drum
Washington Iron Works donkey powered by a Cummins diesel engine and equipped with a torque converter. When filled to capacity, the deck contained approximately 16 million board feet Scribner of
logs.
Part of the crew at the J en sen
d eck at Arnold Station.
LIR Paul Shively, forester for
Fiberboard; Kurt
Hollingsworth, deck crewman;
Claude Edgerly, Deck Crew
Boss; Unknown; Robert Jensen Sr.; Robert Jensen Jr.

1qJ6ert Jensen Jr. pfioto

The purpose of the Timber Conservation Company was to deliver pulp quality logs to Fiberboard
Corporation pulp plant at Antioch, California. Logs of better quality were merchandised from the deck or
directly from the woods to a variety of manufacturers: high quality redwood to Willits Redwood Products
in Willits and Daniels and Ross mill near Irmulco; low quality redwood (under 30") to the Masonite plant
in Ukiah; fir and pine sawlogs to Jensen's old mill, Little Lake Lumber Company in Willits, the Southwick mill at Ryan Creek, the Padula mill at Longvale, or the Crawford mill at Longvale; fir peeler quality
logs to Industrial Plywood in Willits or Durable Plywood in Calpella; pine peelers to U.S. Plywood at
Anderson, CA. The Fiberboard plant at Antioch utilized a chipper that would devour logs up to 40 inches
in diameter and up to 40 feet long. Logs larger than 40 inches were broken down with a bandmill headrig
into cants, which were then moved to the chipper. Grayson Hollifield, a former Jensen employee, remembers scaling a 102 inch diameter 32 foot long Douglas fir log delivered to the pulp deck off the Wheel Barrow Ranch, just south of Arnold.
9

Initially, the Tyler system was utilized for all log transfers at the log deck, loading and unloading trucks, loading railroad cars, decking and undecking logs. Later, a second high pole was raised and
a Skagit Ford V-8 powered donkey was used to load and unload trucks. Logs were delivered to the pulp
mill in Antioch in gondola cars. Preferred lengths for pump cars was generally 38 feet, so they would
comfortably fit in the standard 40-foot gondola cars. The railroad spur serving the pulp deck
Loaded gondola cars
destined for
the pulp
plant in Antioch occupy
the two parallel railroad
spurs that
pass under
the skyline
at the Jensen deck at
Arnold, CA
about 1950.

qrayson Jfo{{ifieU pfioto

paralleled the NWP before curving 90 degrees to the west where it divided into two tracks extending under
the skyline. There was adequate storage for eight railroad cars on each of the tracks. Daily shipment averaged 6-8 railroad cars per day, with roughly 10 M board feet per car. Log shipments arriving by truck averaged 20-25 loads per day, with the surplus of logs being placed in the deck during the summer. The deck
allowed for shipments to continue to Antioch during the winter months when the logging crews could not
(continued page 13)
work.
The Tyler system on the main Jensen deck is clearly visible on the
right. On the upper left is the rigging for the Skagit donkey which
was primarily used for loading and
unloading trucks.

qrayson Jfo[[ijie{c[ pfioto
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Jensen deck at Arnold
nears capacity in this
view looking southeast. Outlet Creek
passes under the swale
in the distance. The
Northwestern Pacific
Railroad crosses the
top-left of the photo
on a bridge.

rJW6ert Jensen Jr. plioto

Robert Jenson Jr.
(center) is swallowed up in the
massiveness of the
Jensen deck at Arnold Station.

rJW6ert Jensen Jr.
plio to

II

A view of the Jensen Deck at Arnold Station looking north across Outlet Creek toward the skyline donkey.
YW6ert Jensen Jr. pfioto

A load of logs crashes to the ground in a cloud of dust on a summer day at the Jensen log deck at Arnold Station.
YW6ert Jensen Jr. pfioto
12

Logs were taken to the deck with wire rope slings, and the deck broken down with hand set tongs.
All communication between the donkey puncher and the deck crew was via visual hand signals, often
movements of hard hats. In spite of the inherent danger involved, the worst injury that Robert Jensen Jr. remembers from the log deck operation was a broken leg.

The Skagit donkey was added to the Jensen log deck operation at Arnold to ease the work load on the
Washington skyline machine that operated the Tyler system for the main log deck. The Skagit donkey
loaded and unloaded trucks and loaded the railroad cars as time permitted. qrayson J{o[[ijieUpfwto

Some of the people that worked on the deck included Bob Hamilton, superintendent of the pulp
deck, Jim Muir, who operated the loader at the deck and later moved to the woods, Herb Beldon, the high
climber (and Champion Cowboy) who rigged the head and tail poles, Les Cavanaugh, the head rigger
who was fondly remembered for relieving his anger by stomping on his hard hat with his caulk boots,
Kurt Hollingsworth, deck crewman, and Claude Edgerly, deck crew boss and later woods boss, Bill Bartow, mechanic who helped in the construction of the deck (and the sawmill in Willits), and Grayson Hollifield, who worked at the deck, scaled logs, and later worked in the woods for Jensen.
Logging operations to feed Jensen's pulp deck were initially conducted by Del Weston and the
Longvale Logging Company. The Longvale Logging Company originally was formed with eight partners, but eventually was reduced to three main people, Del Weston, his brother Loren Weston, and highly
regarded cat skinner, Lou Piccolotti. Jensen's first log contracts were on the Harton Ranch, part of the old
Sagehom Ranch, about a mile up the north branch of Sherwood Road's junction with Highway 101. For a
long time, Weston maintained a logging camp there, with twenty workers staying in the few dozen cabins
at the site. Local residents remember that Saturday night movies were a popular feature at what many
people called "Westonville." Jensen eventually started his own logging operation, and Weston continued
logging in the area for a variety of sawmills: Harold Trimble in Covelo, Frank Crawford at Longvale, Padula Brothers at Longvale, and the Buxton mill at Albion.
(continued page 15)
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Bob Jensen
initially utilized the Longvale Logging
Company to
harvest timber
on the Harton
Ranch, just
north of Longvale on Sherwood Road.
Jensen stands
in the center
of the logging
crew. Del
Weston is
third from
right in the
back row,
Loren Weston
is second from
the left in bottom row.

Jeri Weston
plio to

Loren Weston and Lou Piccolotti of Longvale Logging Company, early loggers for Jensen's Timber Conservation Company at Arnold, CA.
Jeri Weston pfioto

14

Del Weston and an early D-8 from Longvale Logging Company with a LeTourneau blade in 1951.
Jeri Weston p!ioto

While continuing to use some gyppo contractors, Bob Jensen soon decided to enter the logging business for himself. He purchased three Caterpillar D-7 crawler tractors and a Skagit SJ-8 loader/yarder from
Berglund Tractor. Claude Edgerly left the decking operation and became the woods boss. While Jensen secured logging contracts for many ownerships in the Outlet Creek area, one of his main log sources was present day Brooktrails, then owned by Eddie Anderson. Jensen maintained a logging contract on the

Bob ] ens en entered the logging
business with the purchase of a
Skagit SJ -8 loader/yarder and
three Caterpillar D- 7 tractors.
During this period , he was primarily logging on the Eddie
Anderson property, now part of
the Brooktrails subdivision.
grayson J{o[[ijieU p!ioto

Anderson property, until it was
purchased by the Firco group
of Bob Harrah, Earl Maize,
Frank Crawford and Max
McGee. Corky Waterman was
one of Jensen's prime gyppo
loggers, and another Mendocino County logging legend,
Charlie Shuster, served his apprenticeship working as a side
15

rod for Waterman in Jensen's early logging operations.
In addition to entering the logging business, Jensen also entered the trucking business as Timber
Transportation Company by purchasing 13 Peterbilt trucks from Cecil Woodruff, who was hauling many of
his logs. The blue with cream stripe trucks became a fixture at Jensen logging operations. Jensen also ended
up with a Peterbilt logger from Del Weston and two K -12 International loggers. Willits resident Harry Peters was one of the drivers for Woodruff, whose job transferred with the truck to Jensen. Jensen also entered
the lumber hauling business when he purchased six truck tractors from Bob and Wayne Bates. The Bates
brothers were hauling for the Lakeside Lumber Company in Laytonville, Little Lake Lumber Company, and
Padula Brothers, among others, and these hauling jobs went with the trucks. Jensen was innovative for the
times, and maintained three sets of double trailers for each truck. His truck tractors would never stop, dropping off loaded trailers, picking up new loads, and often returning from the south with two or three sets of
empty trailers decked up.
Times were changing in the forest by-products business as more and more sawmills began installing
chippers to utilize the waste wood that had been sent to the teepee burner for over a hundred years. As the
supply of by-product chips from the sawmills increased, Fiberboard ' s need for pulp logs at its Antioch plant
decreased. Jensen shut down his pulp deck operation by 1953, and was out of the trucking business by
1954.
The log deck site at Arnold was utilized for a short period by the California Piling Company in
1954. Bob Jensen's attorney, Harry Falk, helped set up a partnership with Robert Jensen Jr. and Bill Cox.
The firm purchased and supplied piling for a wide variety of projects. In one project, the company secured a
contract to supply the U.S. Government with 110 foot Douglas fir poles, creosote treated and delivered to a
radar base near Middletown, California. The long poles had to be placed on multiple railroad cars, shipped
to Salt Lake City to a treatment plant that could handle 110 foot material, and returned to Calistoga via railroad. Robert Jensen Jr. lost count of the road signs and mailboxes knocked down on the CalistogaMiddletown road as the 110' poles were trucked to the radar base. The California Piling Company was
short lived, and Robert Jensen Jr. went to work for Fred E. Barnett Company, the start of a long and successful career in the rigging supply business to the timber industry in California.
After the close of operations at the Arnold pulp deck, Bob Jensen Sr. explored the potential of developing a vast timber resource along the Eel River and the Northwestern Pacific Railroad near Lake Mountain and Island Mountain. He had difficulty securing right-of-way for the timber, selling out his interests,
and moving on to other projects. The timber eventually was purchased by Harold Casteel, who, after selling
his sawmill in Willits to the Pacific Coast Company, built a sawmill in Ukiah to process the logs that were
transported south on the Northwestern Pacific Railroad.
Bob Jensen turned his attention to the timber resource on the south coast of Mendocino County, an
isolated stretch from Gualala north to Navarro that was dotted with 22 sawmills in 1955. Transportation of
timber products from the south coast to markets via the highway, then and now, places tremendous limits
on the marketability of products from the region. Point Arena was one of the busiest shipping ports at the
Sleep y Point Arena Cove w a s about to
b e the center of activ ity for the J ensen
ex port operation from 1955 -1 956.

!Rp6ert Jensen Jr. p!ioto
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tum of the 191h century, and it was on Point Arena that Bob Jensen was to focus his attention. The dock at
Point Arena had not seen use since the Great Depression shut down operation in 1933, but the security of
its protected harbor offered opportunities for reducing transportation costs for saw logs as well as pulp
The sadly
dilapidated
Point Arena
Cove pier in
1955 which
had not seen
commercial
traffic since
1933, required an
exten sive
rebuild b y
Bob Jensen
prior to u se
for his log
export operation.
~R.p6ert Jensen
• Jr. plioto

He explored the idea of forming log rafts for transport of logs south to market. Previous efforts utilizing
log rafts on the California coast proved unsuccessful and Jensen rejected that idea. Jensen also explored
the opportunities for a pulp plant near the Point Arena site, but the tremendous infrastructure and capital
needed for that venture was prohibitive.
Jensen leased the Point Arena Cove facilities from the Arena Cove Fish Company, and the tidal
land from the State of California for a period of 30 years. He formed the Point Arena Timber and Shipping Company with the intent that he would be able to ship, via barge, cargos of saw logs, pulp logs and
(continued page 19)
lumber on a daily basis.
A n army surplus winch
truck and a v et eran pile
driv er r ebuilt pilings on the
Point Arena Cov e pier in

1955.

~R.p6ert Jensen

17

Jr. plio to

Logs were purchased by Jensen's Point Arena Timber and Shipping Company and segregated at a Dry
Yard at the Arena Cove, prior to the arrival of the first barge.
CR,p6ert Jensen Jr. plio to

Logs being unloaded with a forklift at Jensen's Dry Yard at Arena Cove in anticipation of the arrival of
the first barge.
CR,p6ert Jensen Jr. pfioto
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To assist in the project, he convinced a former Shell Oil acquaintance, AI Marmin, to join the venture,
and concentrate on the pulp log portion of the project. Marmin formed the A.H. Marmin Timber Products
Company, which would utilize Jensen's experience in the pulp log business to ship pulp logs from Point
Arena via barge to Pittsburg, California, a stone's throw from the Fiberboard plant in Antioch. Jensen
also contracted with the Upper Columbia River Towing Company to supply a tug boat and barge which
would make the trip from Point Arena to the San Francisco Bay. The barges were 40 feet wide and 185
feet long, and had the capacity to transport 300,000 board feet of logs per trip. Jensen contracted with a
Japanese trading company, the Takihashi Corporation, to market the logs to a variety of sawmills located
in Japan.

The Upper Columbia River Towing Company routinely used barges for transporting forest products on the
Columbia River, and was contracted by Robert Jensen to transport logs from Point Arena to San Francisco
Bay.
CJ?.g6ertJensenJr. pfioto

Another view
of the back
end of the sled
mounted
Skagit loading machine
as it is readied
for work in

1956.

CJ?.g6ert Jensen
Jr. pfioto
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Jensen commenced work on rebuilding the pier at Point Arena and improving the facilities to accommodate the large barges. Logs began to arrive at the port, and a deck was started to store the logs until
an adequate volume was reached. To load the barges, Jensen began to fashion a log loading machine using a
Skagit triple drum loading machine. Needing engineering expertise, he called in two friends from his days
north of Willits, Phillip Miles and Mel Leubberke. The pair had recently shut down their logging operations
for Union Lumber Company at Branscomb, and were no strangers to moving logs. With the loading machine completed and pushed onto the pier with a tractor, on July 10, 1956, all eyes turned out to the Pacific
Ocean in expectation of the arrival of the tug and barge. Sea conditions delayed the arrival of the barge, but
on Thursday evening, July 12, the 1,000 HP twin-screw tug Cherokee and Barge No. 508 of the Upper

L/R Phil Miles,
Robert Jensen and
Mel Leubberke as
they worked on
the Skagit loader
at Arena Cove in

1956.

CJW6ert Jensen Jr.
photo

The completed
Skagit log loader
with its 40 foot
loading boom is
pushed to the end of
the Point Arena
Cove pier with a
Caterpillar tractor
in anticipation of
the arrival of the
first barge in July,

1956

CJW6ert Jensen Jr. photo
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LIR Robert Jensen, Mel
Leubherke and Phil Miles
at Arena Cove putting the
final touches on the
Skagit.

r.Rg6ert Jensen Jr. pfioto

Columbia River Towing Company broke through the mist into sight at Arena Cove. Several hundred people
saw the tug and barge make their way through the channel, taking just 40 minutes from the time it passed
the channel markers to being tied up at the dock. Some immediate alterations were required to the loading
machine and some new pilings to protect the pier, but loading operations were in full force by Friday. The
initial load of logs was lettered on the ends, the markings on the logs to designate which individual buyer
in Japan would receive specific logs. A forklift was utilized on the deck of the barge to place short logs
(continued page 23)
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The un-laden barge is secured to the Arena Cove pier, and loading operations are about to begin. Loading of the barge took two days.
<Rg6ert Jenson Jr. plioto

A truck from one of Bob Jensen's subsidiary companies, Arena Cove Logging Company, begins to shuttle logs from the dry yard to the dock for loading under the Skagit.

<Rg6ert Jensen Jr. pfioto
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With the 1,000 HP t u g Cherokee and a fishing boat anchored off-shore, loading operations are in full
swing on barge # 508 at Arena Cove pier in July, 1956.
!JW6ertJensenJr. pfioto

Bundled up against the chill of summer fog in Point Arena, spectators observe the loading operation as logs are transferred from log truck to the barge with the Skagit loader.
~JW6ert Jensen Jr. pfioto

end to end in the load and to keep the growing log deck from shifting during the loading process. The
loading operation was quite a spectacle for the population of the south coast, and hundreds of people
made their way down the narrow road to the cove, having to dodge the busy log trucks that were transferring the logs from the dry land deck to the dock. The loading took two days to complete, and the barge
departed for San Francisco on Sunday, July 15th. The barge was unloaded at the dock in San Francisco,
and the logs placed in the hold of a freighter for the journey to Japan.
(continued page 26)
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The double
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The load gradually builds on barge #508 as the commercial fishing fleet ties up and unloads their catch on
the south side of the Arena Cove pier.
rJ?.g6ert Jensen Jr. pfioto
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Fishing boats dot Arena Cove as the last logs are placed on barge #508 on Saturday, July 14th.

CJ?.p6ert Jensen Jr. plio to

Tug Cherokee arrives in San Francisco Bay with barge #508 in tow prior to unloading its cargo.
CJ?.p6ert Jensen Jr. plio to
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With the departure of the barge from the Mendocino Coast, Jensen had succeeded in a venture that
many were convinced was impossible. The south coast was filled with a new optimism that the shipping
port could provide economic security and a stable economy for an area suffering a decline. However, the
venture would end in tragedy for Jensen, not celebration. The entire effort to transform the Arena Cove
Markings on
the logs at the
dock in San
Francisco denote the specific purchaser of the
logs when
they arrive in
Japan.
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facility for the initial shipment required a tremendous amount of borrowing of capital that was rapidly
coming due. For unexplained reasons, payment for the shipment of logs was not immediately forthcoming.
Despondent over his financial plight and his impending obligations, Robert Bums Jensen took his own life
with a 22 caliber rifle outside his Willits home on August 30, 1956.
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NEW ACQUISITIONS
HEISLER LOCOMOTIVE
Roots volunteers traveled to Arcata, California on February 8, 2005 to load a 47-ton Heisler steam
locomotive to add to the display at Roots of Motive Power in Willits. The engine is the former Bluestone
Mining and Smelting Company No. 1, Construction Number 1351, out-shopped in December, 1916. The
engine passed through several owners, last operating at the Blake Brothers quarry at Point Richmond, California. It was purchased by Bert Rudolph of Willits, who preserved the engine faithfully at his ranch east of
Willits for nearly 30 years. The engine was purchased from the Rudolph estate by Rogan Coombs of Fortuna and stored at Glendale, near Arcata, for many years. The engine will be on a long term loan to Roots
from Rogan Coombs.
Bluestone Mining and Smelting Company
and the Mason Valley Mines Company operated
2 112 miles of track from their mine to the railroad's connection with the Nevada Copper Belt
Railroad Company at Mason, Nevada. The line
extended northwesterly from Mason up the east
slope of the Singaste Range to the Blue Stone
Mine.
The gear drive two-truck Heisler will join
the other geared locomotive in the Roots collection, the Holmes Eureka #4 two-truck Climax,
later Pacific Lumber's #38. Both the Heisler and
the Climax locomotives were popular engines in
the woods where light, uneven rail, tight radius
curves and grades in excess of 4% required the
slower moving, nimble but powerful, geared engines. The third major manufacturer of geared
engines for the woods and the most numerous
was the Shea, built by Lima Locomotive Works.
Perhaps someday Roots will have the opportunity
to acquire the last of the big three.

Gene Roediger prepares to remove the smokestack of
the Heisler to gain a few inches of vertical clearance
for the trip to Willits.
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